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Abstract 

Wireless sensor network plays a vital role in remote area applications. It is very much helpful in military applications such as 

target detection and tracking applications. In a wireless sensor network, most of the energy is consumed during processing and 

communication. Each and every node in wireless sensor network is energy as well as bandwidth constraint one. By considering a 

heterogeneous wireless sensor network which contains powerful nodes for data aggregation/relay and more number of sensor 

nodes that are deployed randomly to cover the given target area, a co-operative approach is proposed to detect and monitor the 

path of a moving object using a minimum subset of nodes. With the use of minimum subset of nodes, network connectivity could 

be maintained. By increasing the number of local computation and reducing the number of global computation, reliable data 

transmission could be achieved. Thus the energy consumption within the network gets reduced and improves the lifetime of 

wireless sensor network. The proposed method is suitable for tracking both single as well as multiple targets in wireless sensor 

networks.   
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________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Wireless sensor network plays a vital role in remote area applications. It is very much helpful in military applications such as 

target detection and tracking applications. The sensor nodes differ from one application to another depending on their application 

requirements. Wireless sensor network could be implemented in two ways, one is homogeneous network in which all sensors are 

identical and the other is heterogeneous network in which sensors are different of types based on their applications.  

The benefits of using a heterogeneous wireless sensor network are to improve the network performance in terms of data 

gathering and to enhance the network lifetime. In this paper, we consider the problem of tracking a moving target in a region 

populated by SNs that have limited wireless communication capabilities. The SNs have fixed sensing range and the quality of 

range estimates degrades with distance from the SN. The best accuracy is obtained if the measurements from all the SNs can be 

collected and processed together at a sink to estimate the target location. 

In order to achieve energy efficiency in WSN while maintaining coverage and network connectivity, the new methodology 

does the following: (1) introduces the two new concepts local and global hypotheses that are used to increase the local 

computations and reduce the global computation and so reduce the communications among the SNs, (2) detects and monitors the 

path of a moving object using a minimum subset of SNs while maintaining coverage and network connectivity, that avoid 

redundancy results wastage of energy as data collected would be highly correlated and redundant, and (3) identifies the boundary 

nodes this will reduce the number of active nodes. 

We apply this methodology to both single as well as multiple target tracking applications. It will be done for achieving energy 

efficiency in target tracking application while maintaining coverage and network connectivity. We consider the problem of 

tracking multiple targets in minimum subset of sensor nodes. In order to track the multiple targets, active and passive modes are 

implemented to control the energy consumption. It controls packet congestion and overhead delay. Distributed mechanism taken 

in our target tracking application. 

Our distributed mechanism can be described as follows: We assume that there is no central authority governing network 

operation. Since information degrades with distance, only the sensor nodes sufficiently close to the target share their data. 

Second, since there is no designated central authority, an arbitrary sensor takes the role of a fusion center (or CH) for a given 

time period and the data is processed at that sensor network. 

II. RELATED RESEARCH 

During the past few years surveillance and monitoring applications using wireless sensor networks have attracted a lot of 

attention by the research community. The work presented in this paper has been inspired by various existing research efforts. 

Cluster members are able to directly communicate with the cluster head which computes the event location based on the 

information sent by sensor nodes.  
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Depending on the clustering strategy adopted, cluster based techniques can be further sub-classified into: Static clustering, 

dynamic clustering, and hybrid schemes. In static clustering, nodes located within the monitoring region are grouped into clusters 

on the basis of some conventional measure, and the cluster structure is not updated in reaction to the targets movements. 

Dynamic clustering, on the other hand, builds clusters of nodes upon the targets entrance to the monitoring region and in an 

online fashion. The work in proposed a dynamic clustering mechanism for object tracking in WSNs by forming the cluster 

dynamically according to the movement route.  

The proposed method not only decreases the missing rate but can also minimizes the energy consumption by reducing the 

number of SNs that participate in tracking and minimizing the communication cost. Finally, the hybrid schemes attempt to strike 

a balance between the accuracy achieved through well-defined clusters around the target on the one hand and control overhead 

on the other by applying a semi-dynamic cluster formation strategy. 

The issue of energy management in an object tracking by WSN has been gaining more interest recently. The work in proposed 

an energy efficient technique using a sleep schedule where the SNs go to sleep when there is no need for sensing. Their 

algorithm makes use of the fact that the WSN energy consumption is inversely proportional to SNs density. Therefore, by 

reducing the coverage of non-critical areas we can save more energy by switching SNs to sleep mode in the non-critical areas. 

The authors used the same principles for the algorithm of by further defining SNs into two states, surveillance state and tracking 

state. 

We can perform minimum connected tracking algorithm (MCTA) in target tracking applications, MCTA minimizes the 

number of working SNs in terms of the communication and sensing energy cost during the mobile target’s trajectory. They 

showed that the ratio of tracking contour’s working sensor number to tracking circle’s working sensor number is proportional to 

the ratio of the tracking contour’s area to track circle’s area. This indicates that the reduction of the tracking area leads to drastic 

saving in communication energy. 

In mobile target tracking, it is essential that the SNs act in a coordinated and synchronized fashion and require global clock 

synchronization, which implies that all the SNs need to notion of common time. For example, consider the problem of tracking a 

moving target using proximity SNs, where some SNs are deployed in the environment and SNs in their proximity detect when 

the moving object passes in their vicinity.  

Assuming that the position of the SNs is known, it is essential that the instants of detection are precisely time-stamped for 

determining the trajectory (direction and speed) of the moving object. Clearly, the precision of the tracking algorithm based on 

this system is limited by the accuracy of the clock synchronization. In our algorithm, we implicitly assume that the SN clocks are 

synchronized. 

III. DESIGN 

 Working of System: A.

In Design process, the working of system diagram shows the overview process of object tracking application in this wireless 

sensor network environment. The overview of object tracking is shown in Fig. 1 

 
Fig. 1: Overview of Object Tracking Diagram 

 Active Nodes: 1)

Mobile object will be single or multiple that can be detected by the nearby sensor nodes those are in active mode will send 

packets in upward direction. Active nodes will be indicated as n1 to n6 and direction of packet sending path flow will be 

indicated as F1 to F7.  

 Mobile Target: 2)

Mobile targets are considered as an object that movement will be tracked by sensor nodes. It considered as any object like human 

or vehicle.  
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 Sink: 3)

Sink is the destination for this target tracking application. First sink send its location message to all sensor nodes in that way it 

get reply from sensor nodes. Replies provide details about the mobile object. 

 Packet Transmission: 4)

Packet transmission will be progressed in upward direction from nearby sensor nodes to sink. Nearby sensor nodes is active 

sensor nodes that only involved in packet transmission and remaining sensor nodes are in passive mode for avoiding unwanted 

energy consumption. 

 Flow Diagram; B.

Flow diagram in the design process shows the flow chart of how mobile target will be detected and monitored by the sensor 

nodes. The flow diagram of object detection using phenom is shown in Fig. 2 Which clearly shows step by step process 

following diagram, 

 
Fig. 2: Object Detection using Phenom 

 Step 1: 1)

Sensor nodes look for phenom range which used to track the event of object. Phenom range is the route discovers that appeared 

from the object. Phenom emanating the phenomenon of object that can be used for identifying the current object location.  

 Step 2:  2)

In this step, sensor nodes perform the action only after the phenom range received. Object expand its route discover in which 

phenom presents to help the nearby sensor nodes to perform the action. 

 Step 3:  3)

In this step, if nearby sensor nodes do not receive the phenom range, it not responds to sink that means no detection take place. It 

means that object still not entering into the sensing area.  

 Step 4: 4)

In this step, if nearby sensor nodes received the phenom range, it responds to sink by sending packets. Wherever the object goes, 

nearby sensor nodes send packets after received the phenom range from it.  

 Step 5:  5)

In this step, Sensor nodes send packets to sink. Other nodes which locate in between the active sensor nodes and sink will act as 

intermediate nodes for passing the packets to sink from active sensor nodes.  

 Step 6: 6)

In this step, Sink processes the packets and sends information to user. This is the final process of object tracking application. 

This complete process helps the sink to perform the object tracking application using phenom. 

IV. IMPLEMENTATION  

 Deployment of Sensor Networks: A.

 Creation of Simulation Environment  1)

For creating a simulation environment, first deploy a set of sensor nodes. Find out minimum subset of nodes to cover the area for 

making efficient object tracking process. It is very difficult to maintain the network connectivity and energy while covering the 

global area. So local area will be taken and it is covered by minimum subset of sensor nodes for managing energy and network 

connectivity.  

Divide the sensor nodes into cluster members, cluster head, sink, and form cluster. 

The algorithm is divided into two phases as given below.  
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 Construction of minimum connected cover set of the cluster, based on sensor nodes information.  

 Boundary detection.  

 Minimum Connected Sensor Cover:  2)

The following algorithm is used to calculate sensors cover set M,  

Consider - M is the coverage set, A is the monitored area, λ is maximum combinative measurement.  

1) Input: Set of SNs S and the monitoring area A  

2) Output: The minimum connected sensor cover set M.  

3) Initialize M = φ  

4) M = M ∪ {sj} {for some sj ∈ S}  

5) Scurrent = sj  

6) while monitoring area A is not completely covered do  

7) MaxLambdaValue = 0  

8) for each si ∈ S \ M  

9) Calculate η(si) = (A(si)∩A) \     (A(s1)∪A(s2)∪..∪A(s1)),  where s1, . . . , s1 ∈ M  

10) Calculate λ(si)  

11) if λ(si) > MaxLambdaValue then  

12) MaxLambdaValue = λ(si)  

13) Scurrent = Si  

14) end if  

15) end for  

16) M = M ∪ {Scurrent }  

17) end while  

18) Return M  

This algorithm can be easily understand by following steps,  

1) Initialize the coverage set M to empty (all SNs are candidates).  

2) Add to M an arbitrary SN.  

3) In each iteration, choose the unselected SN that has maximum  combinative measurement λ and add it to M (the added 

SN to M will  gradually decrease the uncovered area of A).  

4) After selecting a SN, λ for the remaining SNs will be recalculated for the next iteration. 

5) Terminate when the selected set of SNs completely covers A. 

 Boundary Identification: B.

Based on the coverage neighbour information, every Sensor node will identify itself whether it is a boundary SN i.e., its sensing 

region is covered by its coverage neighbours or not.  

The boundary identification is implemented by using following algorithm,  

1) Input: Sensor nodes  

2) Output: true if the cover set Cover(s) found; otherwise false.  

3) Initially: S has the set Nc(s) according to the default SN Sreference. {StartAngle(si) is the angle at which the first 

intersection point occurs between SN si sensing region circumference and the sensing region circumference of SN s and 

EndAngle(si) is the angle of second intersection point}  

CurrentAngle ← EndAngle(Sreference)  

4) Cover(s) ← Sreference  

5) while CurrentAngle < 2π do  

6) Find SN si : si ∈ Nc (s) and has StartAngle(si) < CurrentAngle and end as far as possible.  

7) if si found then  

8) Cover(s) ← Cover(s) ∪ si  

9) CurrentAngle = EndAngle(si)  

10) else  

11) Break  

12) end if  

13) end while  

14) if the last added SN in Cover(s) has end angle ≥ 2π then  

15) Return true  

16) else  

17) Return false  

18) end if  

This can be easily understand by following steps,  

1) For every SN j ∈ Nc (s), find the intersection points with sensing region of j.  
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2) Find the cover ranges by calculating (in terms of angle) the portion of  sensing region circumference which is covered by 

j, considering the first intersection point as the start angle (StartAngle) and the other point as the end angle (EndAngle).  

3) Elect the SN that has cover range spanning across zero angle (or maximum covered angle) as default SN Sreference (the 

reference SN is used as initial SN in order to find the cover set) then recalculate cover ranges for each SN in Nc (s) 

considering the default.  

4) Find out the cover set by electing the cover range that covers as much sensing region circumference that has not yet been 

covered as possible.  

5) If the cover set found, decide to be an inner SN; otherwise decide to be a  boundary SN. 

 Object Tracking Operation: C.

The object tracking operation in single as well as multiple target tracking applications that can be implemented in following 

steps,  

1) If any sensor node that will be inner or outer sensor node which discovers the object presence with its sensing area, it 

sends entrance message piggybacked with entering timestamp to its cluster head.  

2) Cluster head receive the message from its cluster members and send it to another cluster head which is nearer to it.  

3) Multi hop method is used for message transmission.  

4) Finally sink receive the message from its nearer cluster head.  

V. SIMULATION RESULTS 

The results shows how a mobile object that will be single or multiple which are tracked by sensor nodes when moving into its 

sensing area and route discovery is made among the sensor nodes for packet transmission from sensor nodes to sink. Using 

minimum subset of sensor nodes energy balancing is achieved across the network and thus the network life time is also 

increased. This object tracking application is implemented using NS2 simulator to show how the location of the target is found 

by minimizing the energy and increase in network lifetime. The following graph will show the total no. of messages send during 

the time of single object movement that considered velocity among the sensor nodes. 

 

Fig. 3: The effect of moving object velocity on the total number of exchanged messages in the proposed method and existing method. 

The above figure 3 shows the total number of packets sending in proposed method is low when compared to existing method. 

So it leads to reduction of packet delay from existing method and also we shown the performance of participating nodes from the 

total number of nodes.  

 

Fig. 4: The relation between the total number of deployed sensor nodes and the total number of participating sensor nodes in the proposed 

method and existing method. 
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  The above figure 4 Shown the performance of total number of participating nodes from total number of nodes in proposed 

method which will be low when compared to existing method. By doing this, energy consumption among the sensor nodes get 

reduced. 

 
Fig. 5: The effect of tracking two mobile targets among the sensor nodes in sensor network field. 

The above figure 5 Shown the tracking movement of two mobile objects in sensor network field. This two objects will be tracked 

by nearby active nodes and then the location get estimated.  

 
Fig. 6: The relation between the total number of deployed sensor nodes and the total number of participating sensor nodes in both 

single as 

VI. CONCLUSION 

Thus the minimum connected sensor cover and boundary identification has been implemented in network simulation (NS2). 

Cover set will be implemented to reduce the redundancy which will cause energy consumption. It is clear that tracking single 

target as well as multiple targets with the use of minimum subset of nodes, energy consumption within the network gets reduced 

and improves the lifetime of wireless sensor network. 

VII. SCOPE FOR FURTHER WORK 

Future work will goes on implementation of efficient tracking on multiple targets tracking application. From using minimum 

subset of sensor nodes, we can reduce energy consumption but it is complicated to provide reliable and efficient tracking on 

multiple targets tracking application. Contribution of future work is to get reliability and tracing accuracy without any 

degradation in multi objects tracking operation and developing dedicated algorithm for secure object detection.  
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